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Women's Basketball r

GFU d. Pugel Sound 93-52

GFU d. Ptigel Sound 72-64

Lewis & Clark d. GFU 83-74

GFU d. Lewis & Clark 61-51
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Peace
Studies
Contest

Ve w s f r o m
the Outside
World

A big croud
turned out for

The 1999 Lawrence
Skene Memorial Peace Studies

Contest is now underway and

National

this years

open to all George Fox Univer

Hollywood Death: Gene
Siskel. the 53 year old
movie critic, died Saturday
after recu-peration from
brain .surgery last year. The

homecoming

ate and graduate students, in

weekend, which

featured not only
two great

basketball games
but a powderpuff football

exact cause of death was

not released, but two

game and a

weeks ago he announced
that he would be taking a

track meet.

leave from the show.

sity students. Both undergradu
cluding tho.se at seminary, are
invited to participate by sub
mitting original essays, stories,
poems, and artwork. Works will

be judged on originality, qual
ity of expression and execution,
and significance and usefulness
of the work's contribution to

human understanding of the
problems of conflict, violence,
reconciliation, non-violent con

Switched

Babies:

Photo by Elise Barrero

A

ho.spital in Orange County.
Calif, that accidently sent
a newborn boy home with
the wrong mother last
week has admitted to three

other baby mix-ups in the
past year. Two nurses were

flict re.soIution, peace and/or
peacemaking by a panel .se
lected by the Center for Peace

Theatre games coming soon
offering suggestions for sce
narios and cheering for their fa

Theater Games, which is spon
sored by the university's impro
visational workshop class.
Don't forget that last

draw extreme crowds. Members

Improvisational teams
will again act out their
audience's suggestions during

of the audience participate by

Learning Advisory Committee.
All works must be originals of
the entrant{s) and mu.st have
been completed in the 12
months prior to the contest
deadline. The deadline for sub
mission is March 15. An

fired and officials assured

George Fox University's spring

the public this was the first
time in the facility's 70-

semester Theater Games at 7:30

vorite teams. Winners are de

semester, lines into the event

p.m. Friday, March 5, on the
Newberg campus.

cided by student judges who
also determine the improvisa
tional styles to be used. Prizes

started forming at 4:00pm.

be made by the middle of April

Many people were denied ac
cess due to lack of seating, so
come early and bring your own

at a Peace Supper. There is a

year history that it had sent
a baby home with the
wrong family. But on
Friday, hospital officials
acknowledged that three
other minor mix-ups have
occured.

New

Yo r k

Workfare:

Homeless people who
sleep in city shelters will
have to work at city jobs
or be expelled, Mayor
Rudy Giuiliani said
Saturday. Critics of the
plan say the move would
force thousand.s into

streets. "It's sick,"

Theater Games are

held twice a year in Wood-Mar

are awarded to teams that fol

Auditorium. The event, a com

low the assigned form and are
most entertaining.

petition between four improvi
sational teams composed of

There will be a 50-cent

admission fee to help finance

George Fox students, tends to

Records were made on

der puff game.
When

Michelle

George Fox. and
set a precedent for
how powder puff

44
Forget the
NFL...

I

football should be

am

C o o s B a y Wr e c k : T h e

t h e fi r s t t o c o m

from now on
watching GFIJ
girls play
football!

Coast Guard resumed

plete a pass for a

-Spectator Joel

junior/seniors win
5-2 but also was

contain the rest of the oil.

2602.

powder putfteam
to play here at

George Fox Pow- ^

not only helped the

front section to help

ing, Minthorn Hall 308, ext.

'i think that this team is the best

Saturday at the

Polenberg said.

burned off and Navy
officals plan to pump out
what they can before
sinking tlie ship's 440-fool

of the Center for Peace Learn

junior/senior team, Jason
Kelleghan, was extremely
proud of how his team played,

Staff Writer

touch down, she

sea. Some of the oil was

ain.

prize. Submit your entries to
Becky Ankeny, interim director

The head coach of the
Sarah Mills

Harper caught a 30
yard pass for a

pumping oil off the
freighter New Carissa to
prepare it for tt)wing out to

time you'll spend in line. It will
be worth it once the games be-

c a s h a w a r d o f $ 2 0 0 f o r fi r s t

Homecoming games prove to be good, dirty fun

homeless activist Mike

L o c a l

snacks and entertainment for the

nouncement of winner{s) will

touchdown

in

played. Whoever
once said that

girls couldn't play
football

was

wrong. These
girls got down
and got dirty. "

Gibson-

G . F. U . p o w d e r

Sophomore

puff history.

A

T

h

e

m

a

n

d

a

Hallmeyer even

game Saturday
morning was the junior/senior
class against the freshmen/

the first half and amazingly

sophomore class. The game

Andrew Garrett, head

drew a crowd of over one hun

dred despite the cold weather.

broke her wrist in
scored afterwards.
coach

of

the

freshmen/

Continued on Page 6

Photo by Jeni McAlister
Here are three of the powder-puff football teams
cheerleaders. They were almost as fun to watch as the
game.

Remember: Housing deposits due March 9 at 4:00pm
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oCetters to
the Editor
I'm writing this letter
in

concern

Nuremberg files set new precedents
Sean McGeeney

D e a r E d i t o r.
to

Feb. 26, 1999

killed in abortion-related vio

second-guess the jury's verdict.

lence.

I didn't sit through all the evi
Among those whose

dence, as the jury members did,

names were crossed off the

nor am 1 as well versed in the
law as the federal judge who

content of speech is more likely

Staff Writer

Beau

matter of constitutional tradi
tion, in the absence of evidence
to the contrary, we presume that

governmental regulation of the

Prichard's article's article

Word is the $107 million

site's listing was Dr. Barnett

on homosexuality. Prichard

verdict against operators of an

presided. It may well be that

says "Bisexual, by dellnitioii. can't really exist un
less you're actually physi
cally having sex with more
than one person at once, or
if you're particularly pro

anti-abortion Web site will be

Slepian, who was killed by gun
fire in his upstate New York

appealed. Good.
Regardless of how you

home in October.

should have. Nevertheless, any

Plaintiffs, including

case that may define standards

feel about the abortion issue, or

Planned Parenthood, a clinic

even about the outcome of this

and five doctors, sued for mil

for speech on or off the Internet
deserves a thorough review.

particular case, lawsuits such as
this help define everyone's free-

lions in damages under the 1994

speech rights on the Internet.

Entrances Act. The act makes it

damental free-speech prin

And for that reason, it's best that

illegal to incite violence against
doctors who perform abortions
or their patients. The

ciples; particularly the principle

be a key factor in The

that publishing on the Internet

Nuremberg Files suit. But ev

deserves the same First Amend

ery case involving speech on the

Nuremberg Files site, according
to the plaintiffs, amounted to a

ment protection as ink and pa
per publications. Not everyone

Internet gives the courts a new

opportunity to reconsider their

million earlier this month to a

hit list that threatened doctors

thinks it should. Some point out

positions.

group of doctors who said they
were threatened by a Web site

and their families.

that Internet data travels over

miscuous." Random House

Webster's Dictionary tells
us that Biscxuality is: 1. Of
both sexes. 2. Combining
male and female organs in
on e individual. 3. Sexually
responsive to both sexes. 4.
An animal or plant that has
the reproductive organs of
both sexes. 5. A person

they get a long, hard, judicial
look. For those who may have
missed it, a federal jury in Port
land, Oregon awarded SI07

Freedom of Access to Clinic

There can be little dispute

they acted precisely as they

What's more, that review

should proceed from some fun

communications networks, tele

to interfere with the free ex
change of ideas than to encour

age it. The interest in encour

aging freedom of expression in

a democratic society outweighs
any theoretical but unproven
benefit of censorship."

Thus far, the print vs.

broadcast issue hasn't proved to

As we know, not all forms

of speech have or deserve con
stitutional protection. Shouting

sexually responsive to both
sexes -- thus disproving

that listed the names and ad

about the lurid nature of The

phone lines and, increasingly,

dresses of doctors who perform

cable TV wires. Such media

"fire" in a crowded theater is the

Prichard's self-centered

abortions and identified them as

d e fi n i t i o n . P r i c h a r d m a k e s

"baby butchers."

Nuremberg Files site. Its
graphic images and simulations
of dripping blood are enough to
chill any visitor, let alone some

have traditionally not received
the same degree of free-.speech

classic example. Whether The
Nuremberg Files is its modern
equivalent remains to be de

the claim that "you can be
curious, but unless you're
going out of your way to
have sex with a guy one
night and a girl die next, you
can't really say that
anyone's bisexual." I have
to strongly disagree with his
statement. Being a bisexual
doesn't concern only the
fact of sleeping witii a per
son of the same sex. Just

because a girl dates a guy,
and doesn't sleep with him.
does it mean that she's not
a

heterosexual?

No.

The site, which called it

self The Nuremberg Files, did
not specifically advocate vio
lence against doctors who per

one who found his name and

form abortions. But critics said

sex.) We know that a rela

tionship is more than just
sex. There are emotions, at
tractions, and a multitude of

other factors that classify
our sexuality.
Kristy St. George
I have caught a lot of

ing so far as to cross off the

deemed illegal and its authors
forced to pay massive fines is
another question entirely.

names of doctors who were

None of this is meant to

in 1997, the court wrote; " As a

message is written in print or in
pixels.

it read like a wanted poster, go

Lindsay Walker
Staff Writer

It amazes me. I don't

planned for you. You will

far more wonderful than you

never be united with another

could ever dream of. You see,
until you are ready and until

dreams...you think. I just
don't get how people can only

you can't acceBl.»Qbd^>4Qye
as enough,

know each other for 6months

insightfuMWybe it
you to wl?l5i\tand tha

and decide that they are per

has a pi

fect for each other. The sad

I am pretj

thing is, it is happening all

indue

lege to find a husband. 1 don't

a fr^k of
Everyone l^figs to give

(themselves pOmpletely to

someone, to/ave a deep soul
relationshipwith another per-

wouldn't come to Fox unless

head. Can a person be nuu--

Jhristiamysays: "No, not
untiPy^li^are

ally in relationships are un

1 was looking for an educa
tion, and it just baffles me
when girls do.
You know which girls 1
am talking about. You see

desires or longings. I
It you to stop planning
wislring and dreaming

to give you
you cannot imagine.

I want you to bfive the

able to be bi-sexual because

them around all the time.

unreservedly to Me, to have

They giggle and wear short
skirts. They bat their eyes

an intensely personal and

best. Please allov^&^c to brins

it to you. to^ep loo

ing, loved by Me alone, and
giving yourself totally and

ig and learning the things
I tell you. You just wait, that's
all. Don't be anxious and
don't worry. Don't look
I , ^
is

unique relationship with Me

not

Don't look at the things

Assistant Editor - Row^na Lampas Sports Page Editor - Matt Gustafson
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Opinion Page Editor - Jen Myers Copy Editor - Erin Shank

meant

^"^ttmiuryou.

Editor In Chief - Jonathan Roberts A&E Page Editor - Beau Prichard
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And then, when you're ready,
I'll surprise you with a love

^ady, until you are both sati^ied exclusively with being
loVbd by Me, and with the life

I hate perfected for you, you
worut be able to experience

|^®/ove that is your example
■>^our relationship with Me.
id this is perfect love. And.

dear one, I want you to have

with Me and to enjoy physi

cally, emotionally, and spiri
tually the external union of

beauty, perfection, and love

"ffer to you with My-

-unhatthl
tM^VoS that Uove you
have received or envy what v

C r e s c e n t S t a ff

ibrescent

you'll miss what I want to
show you.

most wonderful love. I
to Me^e;j^€cting the ei^atest this
want you to see in the flesh a
thijig<Keep expepefeng the picture of your relationship

Fulfillmenulpf^elationship
id exclu^L'ly. DuiTTod, to wi
th^hJe^tTan give. Keep lis-

filled, and content with liv

keep looking away to Me, or

the one I have for you is
else, exclusive of an

a n d life
life w
i l l besldnous.
will

not sure in which direction to

they are cominiling them
selves to sex with one partner.

until you are united with Me

tost beautiful plan, oneihat

or when one is confused and

ing that those who are actu

apply, regardless of whether the

God made us. God

get it. Personally, 1 wouldn't
pay $23,000 for a man. I ^son, to be/loved thoroud

ried and single at the same
time? No. 1 was simply say

the same free-speech principles

loves us. I know that a lot of

other dav

It is enough to make
me puke. I feel that some
times people just come to col

beling oneself as homosexual,

should start with the notion that

you think you want. You just

way too dumb.

wrong. Bi-sexualily exists. 1
was. however, attempting to

when one wants to avoid la

known as the Internet, they

alone. I love you. My child,
and until you discover that
only in Me is your satisfac
tion to be found, you will not
be capable of the perfect hu
man relationship that I have

profusely and repulse all us
non-flirty girls. I think that
this is why there is such a
shortage of men at this col
lege. Too many girls acting

quite understand the phenom
enon. You come to George
Fox University looking for an
education, and yet you find
the man (or woman) of your

around me.

bel is used most frequently

whether such a site should be

A ring by spring and all that other garbage....

fl a c k o v e r t h i s . F i n e . I ' m

address the issue that the la

cided. But as courts continue to

grapple with this strange beast

erosexuality: sexual desire
a person of the opposite

Thus far, the U.S. Su

preme Court has shown a heart
ening willingness to give
Internet speech the protection it
deserves. In striking down the
Communications Decency Act

(Webster'.s definition of hetor behavior directed toward

address posted there. But

protection as print publications.

f o r, y o u

-

^x c . . .

letters 2'nT' y"""" "rief
butyyour
name
ur nam
e canrbeunsigned
wtihhed
l byletters,
request
We reserve the rg
i ht to edti LcS
l
undsJphe
aceCrescent.
^Send yo
ure
l te
rs toE.
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Revival's Fire

HE DOKHTyHDERSMD.

The modern day evolution

Sean MeGeeney &
Darin Bergen

moraliiy which was permeat
ing our land in the late I970.S.

Staff Columinists

was to marshal conscA'ative

HE THINKS HES BEEN
sentenced TD f\N

'EKR' IN 5NU..-

This organization's design

Uzzah was a Levitc. He

was trained to transport the

holy objects (including the
ark> in the Tabernacle. God

had given very specific in
structions on the manner in
which this was to be done.

Numbers 4:1-5 spells it out in

Christians into a potent voting
block to press for con.servative
family values in our nation.
Millions of members gave
millions of dolkirs and worked

millions of hours to promote
a mora! agenda through politi
cal processe.s. Before it dis
banded in 1989, the Moral

detail. The first mistake that
Uzzah (and all the Israelites
with him) made was in select

Majority was credited with
putting evangelicals on the po

ing the wrong method by

campaigning for the elections

which to move the ark. The

litical map and succe.ssfully
of Presidents Reagan and

new cart was an idea taken

Bush. The so-called "religious

straight from the Philistine

right" became somewhat orga

transportation handbook and

nized participants in American
politics.

completely ignored God's
simple instructions.
This led to his sec

ond mistake: he placed his
hand on the ark. Numbers
4:15 contains this sober warn

ing: "But they shall not touch
any holy thing, lest they die."
In discharging their duties,
they were not to touch the ark
under any circumstances. Evi
dently, Uzzah forgot this cru

cial part of his training. Or
maybe he just reasoned that
drastic circumstances (a fall

Since then, the Christian
Coalition and other similar

groups have stepped to the

fore in calling on evangelicals

to stay politically mobilized

ing our culture. The efforts of
these groups were instrumen
tal in the Republican landslide
of the 1992 congressional
elections and also in shaping
the Republican platform in the
recent presidential campaign.
the religious right which is

Whatever his rea

commendable. Their stated
motivations and intentions are

that disregard clear biblical
instructions are always disas
trous for God's people. It is
just that sometimes the disas
ter is not so obvious. Conser

vative American evangelicals
are living proof of this prin

About Longevity and Deterioration

moral blight which is wither

There is much within

fact, well-motivated actions

MMM

for the purpose of curbing the

ing ark) call for drastic mea
sures, a helping hand.
soning may have been,
Uzzah's sad experience
teaches that good intentions
never justify wrong actions, in

ALL YOU EVEI? WANTED TO KNOW

worthy of every Christian's
appreciation. Who among the
people of God is not dismayed
over the cultural decay all
around us? Adulter)', fornica
tion, homosexuality, abortion,
and eulhanttsia are now widely
hailed as standard practices of
the new morality. Governmen
tal corruption is accepted as

Beau Prichard
A&E Editor

married for twenty-two years.

ened to compromise. Dear

friends of my parents' live

be able to make it work, that

within the same house, es

they had enough in common
(in goals, in their relationships

Never in that time has their re

tranged, barely acknowledg
ing each other's presence:
married in name only, just to

with God, and in their perspec

spare their children the strain
of being kids of a divorce. I
think this is a load of crap. The

l i v e s w i t h e a c h o t h e r.

knowing their parents don't

silly, but I do think that you
should ask yourself, "Would I

ciple. Since 1979 we have wit
nessed growing efforts from
numerous evangelical organi

nacy prevails at what are sup
posed to be the highest cen
ters of learning. The prophetic

would be better to just get it
over with, since they obvi

zations to lead churches into

judgment against "those who
call evil good, and good evil"
(Isaiah 5:20) cannot help but

tion of note was the Moral

resonate within the heart of the

Majority, which was founded

b e l i e v e r.

in reaction to the terrible im-

ously don't seem to want to
make the effort to solve their

difficulties. What happens

when people "grow apart" like
this? Why can't everyone be
like my parents?

To be continued....

I won't say my parents
are perfect. Sometimes they

didn't make the right decisions

Points to Ponder

^'Adversity causes some men to Break;
others to Break records."
~ W i l l i a m A . Wa r d

"If thou faint in the day of
adversity, thy strength is smaCL"
~ Proverbs 24:10

'VHaracter is what you are in the
darh/'
- Dwight L. Moody

I.ssuc 16 Vol. CXV

N o w, I d o n ' t a d v o

cate courting. I think it's kinda

another any more than they
ever would be by a divorce. I

raising their children, but I
would have to say that their

marry this person?" before
you get too involved, and if the
answer is no, you should stop
deceiving your partner that
you have any long term inter
est

at

all.

That's

what

courting's about. Deciding
that you want to marry some
one and pursuing them. Do
ing that without actually hav
ing dated them is, to my think
ing, a little weird.
There

is

someone

you outgrow some of your
high school friends and the
people you used to date,
sometimes, especially when
you get married too early, you
may lose interest in the person
you are attracted to now. This

is worth avoiding.
A song my mother lis

tives) to know they would be
able to spend the rest of their

children are more damaged by
love each other or care for one

"growing apart" thing, well, it
has some credibility. Just like

I think that one reason

they stayed married so happily
is because all they knew about
each other before they got
married was that they would

lationship ever even threat

about.

N o w, s o f a r a s t h e

tutely deduced that my father

My parents have been

inevitable. Educational lu

The first organiza

Bible teacher. My mother as
was talking about marriage.

don't believe in divorce, but
in such a situation, I think it

the arena of political activism.

pointment with their favorite

I

tened to when I was growing
up occurs to me. "Love is not
a feeling, it's an act of your
will." This means that you
stick it out. You may not have
the best marriage in the world,

but you owe it to your partner,
yourself, and, heaven forbid,

your children, to make things
work. That doesn't mean you
want to live seperated in a
house like my friend's parents,
it means maWng it WORK. If
you make a stupid decision,
you pay for it, and you do what

you're supposed to. Arranged
marriages work in the cultures
where they are the norm be
cause the people expect them
to. In this day and age, even

would marry at the drop of a
hat. She knows me enough to
not let me get away with any

in this community, not all mar
riages are expected to work. If
we enter into a union like mar

thing. She and I can talk for

riage intending, knowing it

marriage is something that I
look up to a great deal. They
did their discussing in private
and almost never yelled. They
still sneak off to have quiet
weekends together all the

hours, she and I have never

will work, the odds of it work

had a bad time together. I
know that if I were to marry

ing will greatly improve.

her tomorrow, I would be

you're going to have difficul

happy for the rest of my life,

ties. I didn't witness my

and we would be able to

time.

They met at Bible
school. My mother leaned out
a window and saw this guy

complement each other. I
think best friends really do
make the best marriages.
Sex is a frequently

parent's problems because
they worked through it before
I was on the scene. My dad

silting alone in a courtyard,

asked question in a situation

said was beautiful was an

reading. She decided to find

like this. Truth be told, sex

out what kind of a guy sat by

isn't a complicated thing for a

oscilliscope! No one is a per
fect mate, and very few people

himself and read. They talked

guy, and the closer a girl is to
the guy she's with, the more

half that night and not long af
terward, my father moved
away. They continued to

she'll be able to relax, and the

write, and eventually my fa

really is the best way. I don't
think it's best for everyone, but

ther asked my mother if she
would like him to make an ap

better things are. I think this

it is certainly worth thinking

The fact of the matter is,

brought a book on the honey
moon, and the first thing he

are easy to live with. It lakes

some doing sometimes. If you
take one thing with you, let it
be that if you enter your life
long relationship believing it
will work, then it will work,
because you want it to.

February 26, 1999
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Learn how to avoid cultural blunders
In Hungary, men customarily

many and varied. No one in

walk on the left side of women

recent history has quite equaled

fore it began. Richard.son's of
fense? He'd displayed the sole

or anyone of greater status, like
a boss. When eating, keep both

the unfortunate incident when

of his shoe, a serious insult in

then-President George Bush,

hands above the table, never in

exhausted and clearly ill, threw

many Arabic and Eastern coun
tries because the bottom of the

your lap. Never ask a man from

up at a state dinner in Japan.
But in Washington, there's a

foot is considered to be the dirti

the Middle East about his wife

or family. A woman .should not
pour wine in Italy. They do
things differently over there. In

fact, people do things differ

story that may be apocryphal
about the American diplomat
who thought the small finger
bowl at his place setting was

ter — no one expects anyone to
be less than a half hour or hour
late. She says you're liable to

by Rowena Lampas

respectfully putting it in your
cardholder. And everyone ex

pects a business card, not just

the principal person with whom
the process of dressing if you you're meeting. Though it's a
actually adhere to the time on mystery if everyone in Asia
find your host or hostess stil in

an invitation. On the other

est part of the body. (The
Americans were eventually re
leased, but Richardson's open
ing gambit didn't speed the pro

hand, the Middle East and Asia

stashes all the cards they've re
ceived, they sure collect a lot;

are faux pas minefields for experts advise an American
American business travelers.

Consider the simple issue of

cess.)

ently everywhere in the world; .

traveling to Asia on business to
have enough cards to hand out
200 a week. You'll get bonus

points if your card is translated

if you're a casual tourist, you'll

into the local language on the

likely be forgiven the occa

sional faux pas as you pass
through a foreign country. Yet,

reverse side. Make sure your

if you're a business traveler,

company's name, "Speak for

expectations are greater; the

Yourself," once turned up as

fall-out from a miscue can have

financial repercussions.

Similarly, a sensitivity to lo
cal customs can enhance a vis

iting businessperson's stature [
and make doing busine.ss easier. ■

translation is precise. Ulrich's

"Fascinating Arabs," Margaret'

darin. Oh, and if you need to

scrawl your cell phone or hotel
number on the card, never use

red ink — it symbolizes death.
You've probably heard

presenting a business card in most

Some mistakes can be worse f Asian
than embarrassing. In her book

"Speak Up or Shut Up" in Man

Like a Japanese tea oereinony
or highly stylized Oiineae opera,
countries can be an elaborate

or read about the elaborate ritu

e x e r c i s e .

als of gift-giving in Japan,
where just about everything
except the changing of a

Nydell tells of an American

some kind of .soup. As he raised

woman in Saudi Arabia who

the bowl to his lips to drink, his

slid into the front passenger seat
of a car and planted a friendly

Asian hosts did likewise for fear

kiss on the cheek of the man at

cover his error. In 1995, Bill

the wheel. Public displays of
affection don't play well there.
The gesture was .spotted by a

Elizabeth Ulrich, author of

calling cards. In the States, a
proffered card is usually quickly
pocketed. But that's not the way
things are done in most Asian
countries. Like a Japanese tea

Richardson, a congressman

"Speaking Globally." "The

ceremony or highly stylized

Middle

Chinese opera, presenting a

shouldn't wear mini-skirts or

business card can be an elabo

display bare arms. But the rules
are many and varied, so if you're

of offending him should he dis

Non-verbal communication
can be as much a source of mis

understanding as verbal, says
American business consultant

streetlight seems to warrant an

exchange of presents. You
know some numbers are un

lucky in China. Women in
Eastern

countries

from New Mexico, traveled to

classic example is the 'A-OK'

Baghdad to meet with Saddam
Hussein to try to secure the re-

gesture which is positive in the
United States," says Ulrich, "but

Guard who demanded to know

lea.se of two Americans who had

if the couple was married. They

obscene in much of the rest of

been imprisoned after acciden

the world." Mary Murray

were, but not to each other.

tally straying into Iraqi territory.

Bosrock, author of a series of

international etiquette books
called "Put Your Best Foot For

are expected to take the card

of miscues and missteps are

ward," says showing up on lime
for a dinner party in South

up. If you're the recipient, you

some time in jail. The stories

Richardson greeted Hussein
with a handshake, then sat down
and crossed his legs. Hussein
stood up abruptly and left the

ways face the recipient and hold
your card on the upper two cor
ners as you offer the card face

with studied seriousness and

room, ending the meeting be-

America could also be a disas-

Sources received from the

examine it before carefully and

MSNBC Traveling Guide

captain of the Saudi National

The woman was expelled
from the country; the man, who

argued with the lawman, spent

rate exercise.

When presenting a card, al

going to a new part of the world
to try to make money — or even

to visit — you might want to
study up on the local customs.

V i r ■ " i ! j " " i L " ■ 1 ■ ■" ■ ■"■■■■■ ■ - ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ - - . - : . . . .

Way beyona check it upscale, downscale, all around the town

Mostpeope
l arent' tooo
j yousn
i themornn
i g,butasurefirewaytobecomemoreofagrumpsi byean
tigyetanotherbagelorbowlofcornflakeschezvousBreakfast

on the town has many benefits. It s a relatively inexpensive way to experience some of the tonier restaurants in Portland, and professional chefs make even >

like French toast far better than you can. Breakfast is the most important sup of the day, so you might as well treat it accordingly. Go for broke with i f

or play it lean with a $2 short stack. We've got you covered with this introduction to morning dining in each quadrant of the city. coffee
Northwest - Stepping Stone

It guarantees fast service, newsy conversation and no frils. This is the kind of serious breakfast diner you might find in any small fnwn

finn, pancakes are plain and flufy, and the price is right. It does make a few concessions to pedigreed appetites in the form of real ma I f ^^nca. The eggs are

bowl with mercifully ripe bananas. Sit back and relax while chatting with locals about the latest political scandal or nestle in,n =.

2390 NW QUIMBYST., 222-1132. OPEN DAILY. NO CREDIT CARDS. INEXPENSIVE. ' nurse your hangover in peace.
Southwest -Cup C Cheer

Conveniently located across from Central library, it enjoys a regular clientele of downtown workers and weekend wanderers h„na r

dense and delicious pastries. Cup O' Cheer also serves inexpensive sit-down breakfasts. A bowl of deluxe oatmeal, which comes J - caffeine. Besides
butter
but
ter, issfa
farr more
morelivlivelelyyththan
an ththe
e oat
oats
s your
yourmom
momused
usedtotofefeed
ed you
youon
onwiwi
nn
teter
r momi
morninnss.
gs.Pot
Potato
ato Jones
Jones(gri(gri
ledledspuds
spudswitwi
htioni
on'
oiT^' honey, bananas and peanut
and jack cheese) and the French toast-a better choice than the too-thick pancakes-provide a comforting dose of starch Seven "^"shrooms, spinach, tomatoes
Bombay Garden and a tofu version enhanced by nutritious yeast, make thisco
menu
mfortigdmore
oseofsexotic
tarc^^^^^than
^^^^^^those
^^ of commrahl.^ ..r ^ . ..

505 lOTHAVE., 243-1461. BREAKFAST MONDAY-SATURDAY. NO CREDIT CARD.S fNF.vPFmgjyg
Southeast -Ihbor Hill Cafe

When you cant' stomach the wati at Cupn
' ' Saucer or the Hawthorne Street Cafe but want somethn
i ga

little more inspired than the basic fare at Sewickly Addition, visit the underrated Tabor Hill Cafe It
doesn't have quite the panache of some of its neighbors, but it more than suffices. Pancakes come in

butermilk, sour cream or buckwheat varieties, and the forgoten Belgian waffle is also served here. Tasty

meat is a defining characteristic of the Tabor, with links, ham, bacon and polska kielbasa on the menu.
Prices are reasonable-a two-ingredient omelette with home fries and toast is only $4.75-and breakfast
lasts all day.

3766 SE HAWTHORNE BLVD., 230-1231. OPEN DAILY. INEXPENSIVE.
Northeast - Chez What

With its brightly colored wals and a pie case ful of oversized plastic bugs, Chez What is the cheeriest

locale on the breakfast-eaters' list. The menu is unusual: Grit.s, chicken-fried steak and calzone replace

standard Portland offerings. Carnivores can order potatoes and eggs scrambled with pepper bacon or
Canadian bacon on a croissant, but there's also biscuits and gravy for vegans.
2203 NEALBERTA ST., 281-1717. OPEN DAILY. MODERATE.
by Rowena Lampas. Sources received from the Willamette Week
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New movies: What to see
Pening February 26th:

and^tT Falling Down, the writer of

iect matter ( Ni*^olas Cage, so long as the subbly

Dort^v

too

horri-

mLmrv 'I ' ^ movie. See com-

ment^y m box office report.
-7— igarettes From a first time director and starul 1 "^1 Courtney Love to
aboutvaugel
a group
wesubecome
y inter-relof
atedpeople
on Newwhose
Year's Eve,

5
Hollywood Weekend
Well/1 couldna say if it's because
everyone was so happy that Kevin Costner

finally made a good movie {Message in a

Bottle) that did welf or if the analysts are
right and the adults finally flocked to the first
non-teen movie in a month. Considering the
abject slaughter of Jawbreaker (11th with 1.9

million), 1 would have to go with the latter.
Everything else pretty much went where
expected except for My Favorite Martian,

which is that rarity of rarities, a moderate
Disney hit. Usually they're either George of

the jungle or they're Rocketman. Very few

Disney films walk the middle line to success.
Also enjoying moderate success were the two

^Opening March 5th

Analyze This Billy Crystal is mob boss Robert
DeNiro s therapist. What more is there to know?
The Corniptor Starring Chow Yun Fat and Mark
Wahlberg, this non-stop action movie was execproduced by Oliver Stone, and could be really good.
Cruel Intentions Unless your idea of an entertain
ing film is to see society teens using their sexuality to

other new releases this week. Office Space
(directed by the creator of Beavis & Butthead,
and King of the Hill) and October Sky, both

little films that are making little profits.
Coming out this weekend is 8mm, the psy
chological thriller that has danced with an

NC-17 rating for disturbing imagery and was
re-edited in a panic earlier this month. Re

gardless, considering Nic Cage's recent string
of hits, look for it to be champion.

tease and play with other kids, don't see this film.

^Opening March 12th

Last

The Rage:Carrie 2 A lose adaptation of an adapta
tion, Stephen King's novel Carrie is doubly plagerized

as Brian DePalma's original is sequelized. A girl is
mentally traumatized and she blows things up.
Wing Commander Everyone's favorite video game

Wk/This

Wk

This

W k n d / To t a l

1/1 Message in a Bottle $10.3/32.4
1/2
Payback
$10.3/57.2
3/3 My Favorite Martian $6.7/19.7
4/6 Blast from the Past $6.1/16.8

5/new October Sky $6.0
6/5 Shakespeare in Love $5.8/54.1
7/4

She's

All

That

$5.4/49.5

is now a movie. The two best parts of the game, Mark

8 / n e w O f fi c e S p a c e $ 4 . 3

Hamill and Malcolm McDowell, however, are missing.

9/8

Rushmore

$2.7/9/7

10/7 Saving Private Ryan $2.4/203.1

I N S TA N T C R E D I T. G U A R A N T E E D A P P R O VA L .

Tired of being turned down?
If You Think You Can't Get A Credit Card, Think Again.
Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits

up to $10,000 within days!
no Parent Signer, fio Security Deposit.
Mo Credit? Mo Job? Mo Income? Quaranleed Approval.

Guaranteed U0,000 In Credit!

WANT VISA & MA^ERCARD
CM
Mail this order form today!
VISA

YES! I wanGAG,P.O.
t Credti CBox
ards220740,Hollywood,
m
i meda
i teyl.

FL33022

Name
Address .

MasterCard,

City
Signature

Stale

Zip

GUARANTEED APPROVAL
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Filmography: David
Fincher
the target audience liked.

BECAUSEWBDSNDON
I GTME

RIWNESS OF BE f\rf\ERiehH

Some positive feedback

?SpLE^l'SEND\t^6 THE VICE

was received on last week's

■Sent oHT ID emr OH m

feature on James Cameron, so

to follow in the next couple of

behalf...

weeks will be a series of ar
ticles on directors with a small

' 0-''

enough body of work to cover

in a single article. Be warned

disturbing ending, exploring

just how thin the line is be

in Hollywood.
He is currently work

tween killers and those who
hunt them. Gwyneth Paltrow

ing on a movie with Brad Pitt

was introduced to the world,

(again) and Edward Norton

Morgan Freeman put another

derground boxing, where bet

unwelcoming. The people

the main character weaves in

who live there are either preda

and out of reality as he experi

tors or prey, and one predator
in particular is beginning a

a

breakdown.

How

this story remains to be seen.
This is close to finishing. The
next film was supposed to be
The Black Dahlia, by L.A.

Particularly acclaimed
was his use of black in his third

due to similarities to the movie

film. The Game. This movie

said she wanted a movie like
the first, where it would be no
weapons, and just her and the

processing mail for

national company! Free
supplies, postage! No sell
ing! Bonuses! Start imme

diately! Genuine opportu
nity!

Please rush Long SelfAddressed Stamped Enve-

lopeto gmCO
P.O. Box 22-0740

Hollywood, Florida 33022
February 26, 1999

The crowd was also

impressed with the skills on

the field. Sophomore specta
tor, Joel Gibson was amazed

with the talent, "Forget the
NFL ... I am from now on

watching GFU girls play foot
ball."

The spectators
pumped up the players with
.support and cheers. Fan.s held

signs and seven guys even

cially since it was 9:30 on a
Saturday moming."
Whether the crowd

was watching the cheerlead
ers' moves or the actual game,

Saturday's powder pulf was
exciting and well worth the
frozen fingers and toes.

or as hoped, but it was excel

lent nonetheless. Part Ray
Bradbury story, part Twilight

Zone episode. The Game is the

Fincher was selected as the guy

m a role-playing game that
seemingly never ends. The

it. After innumerable rewrites,

joyed their performance:
"The best part of the game
was the cheerleaders. They
were very enthusiastic, espe

didn't do as well as expected

monster. A film set on a prison
planet was concieved, and
with the dark sensibilities to do

both sides."

niques that stood Alien 3 out

coming to earth was discarded

Predator 2, Sigourney Weaver

ber Michelle Harper also en

one involved. The visual tech

and he uses it like no one else.

after the basic plot of the aliens

the cheerleaders. Team mem

gruesome cycle that will end in
destruction for almost every

ing great amounts of black),

sic videos. After the success

bunch of girls running around,
we had football players out
there playing a great game on

and

third Alien film seemed logi

directing commercials and mu

GOOD
WEEKLY
INCOME

dark

cal. Scripts were written, and

Fincher started his career

The crowd wasn't

is

of James Cameron's Aliens, a

not get off the ground.

the only ones who appreciated

Seven

from its predecessors gave
Seven a claustrophobic feel
that was an extremely rare sen
sation, making the viewer feel
almost as trapped as those he
was watching. Fincher proved
again that the genre he draws
on the most is noir (films us

Eiroy. Unfortunately, this may

sophomores agreed with their
toughness, "We didn't have a

as a mood enhancer, much like

film is based on a book where

closely the movie will follow

dressed up as cheerleaders.

and David Fincher got the ac
claim he deserved. Using rain
Alien 3, the unnamed city of

ences

Continued from Page 1

excellent role under his belt,

ting takes place in clubs de
signed to watch the sport of
bare-knuckled fighting. This

Confidential author James

A&E action!

Pitt was acknowledged as a tal
ented actor. Just like Alien 3,
this film has a non-Hollywood,

rector, one of the darkest men

The Fight Club. It's about un

Powder Puff girls rule

a "love letter to Manhattan."
Seven was largely acclaimed as
an excellent movie, and Brad

this week, so I was inspired to
tell you all more about the di

(American History X), called

next week for
more exciting

smash hit starring two great ac

cussed here has only directed

Seven is on television

— Look here

This was all put to excel
lent use on his second film, a

tors, and written by a disturbed

away now. Okay?

A^y

minimal color.

kid when he was seventeen as

pretty intense ones at that, so
if you will be offended, go

HAV5 *HIS V/iTii

visuals and gripping use of

however: the director to be dis
R-rated movies, and some

!E ElECTK,.
PROifvSE Mcrr TO

Fincher, however, emerged as
a talent, with his tight, intense

gaping plot holes and an inor
dinate amount of studio inter
ference, the movie was re
leased. It was received with
lukewarm box office and di
vided reviews. Some saw it as

a noir masterpiece: a dark,

brooding nightmare, ending in
tragedy. Others viewed it as

too dark, too oppressive, and

all the sci-fi purists, looking
forward to another were
disappointed. The movie made

a fair amount of money over

seas, however, due largely to

story of a businessman trapped
colors that Fincher invokes are
remarkable, and the flashbacks

in particular are extremely
powerful, shot to look like old,

washed out home movies. It
creates images that remain

with the viewer long after the
movie IS over, and although for

once, Fincher has a happy end
ing, u still leaves the viewer

slightly confused and ex-

^emely
paranoid.
Michael
Douglas gi
ves a sturdy
perfor
mance as the pivot for the in
sanity of The Game.

Fincher has set himself
apart
from Hollywood with
more used to unhappy endings.
the fact that Europeans are

Fincher cut his teeth on a hell
ish film, a project where the

studio wanted a perfect prod
uct and instead got a dark, dis
turbing film that very little of

only three films. Proving the

^■shy
ity)thof
hi
s films(If
ISnot
consithe
stentqual
leads
e
viewer to the conclusion that

there wd] be many more dark
sinsister films trv

next WEEK:

'■I lilil IJ
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Thompson leads Bruins over Puget Sound
Heather Cramer
S t a ff Wr i t e r

The George Fox Bruins
women's basketball team added
another victory to their record

last Friday night against the

University of Puget Sound Log
gers. 72-64. The Bruins are in
position to post the best record

in team history this year. The

Bruins have a 17-5 (.773) record

with two reguhu- season games
remaining, and no George Fox
women's basketball team has

ever had a winning percentage
better than 70%.
As far as the game went,

beginning as both teams played
a laid back first half. Soon af

ter Prazeau's three pointer UPS
came back with three baskets to
take the lead. But the Bruins

kept up with the Loggers and
soon

the first half started with fresh

took

the

man Nicole Prazeau sinking a
three pointer to put the Bruins

who was boss with great pres

on the score board first. Nei

Powell, freshman Becky Th
ompson, and sophmore Tabitha
Dawson ran the press to

ther team set a fast pace in the

ff

lead.

The Bruins showed them

sure, as Prazeau, senior Rachel

prefection. A nice wrestling
steal by junior Wendy Clark
exemplified the Bruins' advan
tage in toughness, as well. Th
ompson put in one more basket
with one second left in the half

to bring the score to 39 - 24 with
the

Bruins

in

the

lead.

The second half started

second in the conference.

with her free throws at the end

After Saturday night's
win against Lewis and Clark,

t o s e a l t h e v i c t o r y.

the Bruins moved into second

Thompson led the Bruins
with 19 points, and her efforts

place in the NWC after Puget
Sound was upset by Pacific.

against UPS and again versus
Lewis and Clark Saturday night

George Fox now has the inside
track on the one NAIA playoff

two three pointers in a row to
kill a Loggers rally as the Bru

e a r n e d h e r N W C a n d P a c i fi c

berth available to the NWC.

Northwest Region Player of the

The Bruins wrap up the

i n s l o o k e d t o fi n i s h o ff n a t i o n

Week honors. This is the third

ally ranked Puget Sound.
During the last forty sec
onds of the game UPS started

straight week the Bmins have
had the NWC Player of the
Week. Senior Christy Brock

regular season this weekend,
tonight at Seattle University,
and tomorrow night at Pacific
Lutheran. George Fox has

Thompson did a fantastic job

two

baskets.

The

Bruins

slightly, but maintained their
hold on the lead. Dawson sunk

Largely because of great performances this year, the Bruins
have passed Puget Sound and are in position to go to the
NAIA playoffs in their last year in the NAIA.

After a slow start this year, the Bruins have kicked it in
gear. They have won 16 of their last 18 games, and are

with a fiery UPS team taking the
court. They came out shooting
and immediately scored the first
seemed to slow their pace just

Photo by Jcni McAli.ster

Photo by Jeni McAlister

throwing all they had at the Bru
ins and only ended up fouling

won the award last week, and

n e v e r b e a t e n P L U a t Ta c o m a ,

sophomore Katie Greller won it

but if they can win both games,

our players numerous times.

two

they will clinch a playoff spot.

weeks

ago.

Bruin men knock out UPS, clinch playoff spot
Eric Ambrose

Staff Writer

After being picked to fin
ish last by the coaches in the
1998-99 NWC season, the

ing into Friday night's game
against Puget Sound, having

against either Western Oregon
or Evergreen State on Tuesday,

lost four in a row. For one night
at least, the ride smoothed out

March

big time as the Bruins ham
mered

UPS

93-52.

By defeating Puget

George Fox Bruins men's team

Sound, the Bruins eliminated
their closest NAIA rival from

The Bruins had had
somewhat of a bumpy ride com

playoff contention. They will

is going to the NAIA playoffs.

host a home playoff game

2nd

at

7:30

-

2

-

A

PM.

The George Fox sopho
mores led the way as Jordan
Green, returning from an ab
sence last week, sparked the
Bruins with a game-high 28

points along with 7 rebounds
and 4 assists. Ryan Cruz

chipped in with 18 points and

\

James Macy scored 10. Andrew

Coleman grabbed a game-high
13 rebounds. For Puget Sound,
Rashad Norris put in 13 points
and Jeremy Werkau scored 10.
No one else was able to reach

-

-

V

double figures for the Loggers.
This wasn't a game that

' :*-:r * ^ J:

was in any way closer than the
fi n a l s c o r e i n d i c a t e d . G F U

i

dominated every facet of the

'r

game, outshooting UPS 46% to

29% and hitting an unheard of

VL'*•*'* r ^

47% of their shots from three-

point range, as opposed to Puget
Sound's 24%. Puget Sound was
also outrebounded 49-36.
The Bruins improved to
13-8 overall and 8-7 in confer
ence. UPS continued to

struggle, falling to 5-16 overall

H

i:

a n d 4 - 11 i n c o n f e r e n c e .
The Bruins finish the

regular season this weekend

Phoio by Elise Barrero ^ ^ regular-season home

with two winnable games

Pholo by Elise Barrero

against Seattle and Pacific

Junior Ben Kroon slams two of his season-high 16 points

Lutheran, both at 8:00 PM.
Make sure to be there for the

playoff game on March 2nd!

night. The Bruins won 93-52

against Lewis and Clark la.st Saturday. Kroon had three
dunks in the game, all of which brought the near-capacity
Homecoming crowd to its feet.

February 26, 199^.

Baseball team starts in style
game, trailing 3-1 going into the
eighth inning. But the Bruins
scored six runs in the eighth, led

Malt Gustafson

Sports Editor
The George Fox baseball

team began their season with a
huge win against an NCAA Di
vision I team, the University of
Portland. The Bruins traveled
to Portland and beat the Pilots,

7-6. in a game that could be the
start of a fantastic season.
The Bruins couldn't mus

ter much offense for most of the

by senior Ryan LeBreton's
bases-loaded triple, and held on

to win the game. Junior Ryan
Alvis picked up the win.
This is the third time in

the last six years that the Bru
ins have defeated Portland,
whom George Fox has a 3-2
record against since 1993.
This weekend, the Bruins

travel to Idaho to take part in the
Lewis-Clark State Tournament.

They will play four games in
two days, including games
against NAIA#l-ranked LewisClark State, and NAIA #2-

ranked Albertson College.
The George Fox home
schedule begins Saturday,
March 6, against Central Wash
ington at 12:00 PM. They also
play Sunday, March 7, against
Western Oregon, also at noon.

Stevens, other throwers
successful in first home meet
Matt Gustafson

throws qualified her for the con

Sports Editor

ference meet, which will be held

6.25 feet put him at eighth place
all-time at George Fox.
In the running events,

at the end of April. Stevens is

Junior Jim Haley won the 400meter dash, freshman Steve

Wo m e n ' s Tr a c k a n d F i e l d A t h

already in the George Fox
record book, as her shot put per
formance put her at 10th alltime. Earlier this year, she

lete of the Week for her perfor

posted the fourth-longest discus

Workman won the 3000-meters.

mance at last week's Polar Bear

throw for GFU at a meet in

The next home meet for

Moscow, Idaho, in January.
Stevens was not the only

the Bruins is the GFU Sun

a throw of 121 feet. Both

Freshman

thrower

Marian Stevens was named the
Northwest

Conference

All-Comers Meet at George
Fox's

Colcord

Field.

Stevens, from Anchorage,
Alaska, threw a personal-best
37- 11.25 feet in the shot put,
and outdistanced her competi
tors by 15 feet in the discus with

successful thrower at the All

comers meet. Sophomore Jeff
Votaw and junior Ty Taylor both
set personal bests in the shot

Willmer and senior Scott

Edinger finished 2- 3 in the 800meter run, and junior Brandon

J,
Phoio by Elisc Barrero

The first home meet of the year was successful for the

Bruins, including (thrower) Ian Strauss, who put in a good
performance last Saturday.

Bruin Sports Events
Women's Basketball: GFU at

Lewis & Clark. The meet will

Seattle - Friday, Feb. 26 - 6:00 PM
GFU at FLU - Saturday, Feb. 27 -

be held Saturday, March 6, start

6:00 PM

Seeker meet, featuring George
Fox, Puget Sound, Pacific, and

ing

at

11 : 0 0

AM.

put, and Votaw's throw of 44-

Coming Next Week:
R e s u l t s f r o m t h e fi n a l w e e k e n d o f B r u i n B a s k e t b a l l
B a s e b a l l r e s u l t s f r o m t h e L e w i s - C l a r k S t a t e To u r n a m e n t

Men's Basketball: GFU at Seattle -

Friday, Feb. 26 - 8:00 PM
GFU at PLU - Saturday, Feb. 27 8:00 PM

Updates from the Outside World
♦ MLB Baseball - The defending World Series champion New York Yankees

Track and Field: Northwest

Conference Relays at PLU

acquired 5-time Cy Young Award winner Roger Clemens in a trade last week

with the Toronto Blue Jays. The Yankees sent pitchers David Wells and
Graeme Lloyd, plus another player, to the Blue Jays for Clemens, who has
won basebalTs most prestigious pitching award more times than anyone else.
♦ NBA Basketball - The surprise team of the NBA so far in this shortened
season is the Orlando Magic, who are 8-2 after the first ten games of the
season and lead the Atlantic Division. The revamped Chicago Bulls are as
bad as advertised, going 1 -8 so far this year, but they're not as bad as the only
team they've beaten, the L.A. Clippers. The Clippers are 0-7 and can't even
beat the Bulls, so it looks like another lottery pick for the Clippers. Also,
Lakers center Shaquille O'Neal was fined $ 10,000 by the NBA for criticizing
the officials in a loss to the Seattle Sonics. Not that O'Neal has anything to
complain about, since he gets away with more than anyone else in the NBA.
♦ More NBA Basketball - The Dennis Rodman watch continued this week

in Los Angeles, as Rodman announced that he wants to play for the Lakers
for the rest of this season. Rodman would make about $500,000 for playing
the rest of the year, but he would also get a $3 million bonus from Converse
shoes for playing this year. Most experts believe that Rodman will bring
much better rebounding to the Lakers, but they also think that Rodman's
presence and attitude will cause the immature Lakers to blow up.

♦ College Basketball - Duke University was a nearly unanimous #1 in
both polls this week, as they close in on the ACC Championship and a #1 seat

in the NCAA Tournament. Speaking of the tournament, Selection Sunday,
the day when all teams in the tournament are named, is less than two weeks

away, and both the Oregon Ducks and Washington Huskies have outside
chances of making it to the Big Dance. The highly improved Oregon State
Beavers don't have a shot at the NCAAs, but they could sneak in to the NIT.
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Baseball: GFU at Lewis & Clark
S t a t e To u r n a m e n t

Friday, February 26 - vs Lewis &
Clark State -1:00 PM

Friday, February 26 - vs Albertson ■
4:30 PM

Saturday, February 27 - vs.
Concordia -10:00 AM

Saturday, February 27 - vs Eastern
Oregon -1:00 PM
Yo u ' l l fi n d i t a t

Bring this ad in for

25% OFF
Any regular priced computer
software ($14.99 and up)

Limit 4 per customer Newbcrg Fred Meyer only Expires March 26.

1999
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